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General 
The pugmill is a machine in which plastic clays are mixed and extruded into a thoroughly mixed and homogeneous body 
in a few seconds, and the right machines can be matched to the right application by considering the factors of size of 
production, drive assembly, inlet, discharge, cost and maintenance.

In spite the NRA-models has a compact design and are not equipped with a vacuum pump they provide a high quality 
wedging and extruding capacity and a virtually air-free clay, features that makes them very efficient and popular on the 
market. 

The NRA-04/04S pugmill features newly designed twin augers and a forceful direct gear driven motor. It’s high quality 
wedging and extruding capacity obtained produces virtually air-free clay and increases clay workability that make this 
compact pugmill one of the most efficient and competitive on the market.
 
The NRA-04S pugmill also includes high quality stainless steel nozzle, auger case, and rollers.

The case, nozzle and the double augers are all in stainless steel and easy removable for cleaning.  
 
The pugmills can also be supplied with die plates for extruding several different products.

Overview and technical data 
Pugmill NRA-04S / -04S

Pugmills, specially designed for the profes-
sional studio or small production. 

NRA-04S also includes high quality stainless 
steel nozzle, auger case, and rollers.
 
Cast stainless steel augers, housing and nozzle 
preventing contamination caused by corrosion.
 
Dual safety system featuring limit switch and 
breaker switch. 
 
Easy access to interior for both cleaning and 
maintenance.

Model NRA-04, see technical data on next page.

- Please consider the environment before printing.
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Model Item Outer dimensions Nozzle Vacuum Power Fuse Connect Weight
All meassures in mm L B H Dia Yes/No kW A V (kg)
Pugmill NRA-04, -04S 389920036, -7 650 300 570 90 Ja 0,20 N/A 230 75

We reserve us the right to changes without further notice.

DATA  NRA-04, NRA-04S

140 mm (5.5”) Hopper for easy 
feeding of clay and detail of 
safety switch.

Nozzle in stainless steel, 
approx. 90 mm (3.5”).

Nozzle (approx. 90 mm).CE marked and compliant with 
the current EG-regulations.

Several accessories i.e. dies 
with 6, 10 and 12 mm holes.

Twin augers in  
stainless steel.

Model NRA-04S
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